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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Synthesizer Keyboards Casio.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200

        The user manual for the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Synthesizer Keyboards.
        


        The CTK-7200 from Casio is a 61-key portable keyboard that not only provides over eight hundred tones organized by category, but also features a seventeen track sequencer, a thirty-two channel mixer, effects, and USB MIDI connectivity. Each of the voices can be edited with control over filters, envelopes and more and audio can be recorded to SDHC cards with everything played back via built-in amplifier and speakers. 

The comprehensive range of tones includes dynamic stereo pianos, vintage electric pianos, strings, drums and a wealth of synthesizers and acoustic instruments. Nine front panel sliders provide control over fifty organ tones. The sliders can control the level of each harmonic overtone to produce a rich organ sound and rotary speaker effects and percussion control are all instantly accessible. Deeper editing allows for changing the key click, overdrive, rotary speeds and more. 

A total of 260 preset rhythms are available with full accompaniment built-in. One button click brings access to styles from rock, pop, Latin, jazz, country, classical and everything in between. There is a choice of just a drummer or a full virtual band. The sequencer allows for editing performances and turning out professional sounding tracks. The resulting song file can be saved to an SDHC card or saved as an audio recording. The mixer utilizes the sliders to provide additional control over the final output.        
      
	        
        If you own a Casio synthesizer keyboards and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200:
 	 Keyboard 	 61 Piano-style keys
2 Sensitivity levels and off 
	 Polyphony 	 64 voices maximum 
	 Multitimbral 	 Layer and split 
	 Synthesis Method 	 Tri-element AHL 
	 Presets 	 Factory: 820 
User: 100 + 50 drawbar organ
One Touch: 260 
	 Rhythm Types 	 Built-In: 260
User: 100 
	 Sequencer 	 Pattern Sequencer: 8 track editing x 6 patterns (intro, normal, normal fill-in, variation, variation fill-in, ending)
Rhythm Editor: Easy edit using pattern sequencer
Song Sequencer: 16 tracks + 1 system track supports up to 5 songs - real time recording, step recording, song edit, track edit, event edit, punch in / out 
	 Record and Playback 	 Up to 5 audio files 
	 Effects 	 Reverb: 10 Types
Chorus: 5 Types
DSP: 100 Preset/100 User 
	 Controllers 	 1 x Pitch bend wheel
9 x Sliders
Transport controls 
	 General MIDI 	 16 Channel multi-timbre received, GM level 1 
	 Inputs/Outputs 	 Microphone In: 1 x 1/4" TS
Instrument In: 1 x 1/4" TS
Audio In: 1 x 1/8" TRS stereo mini
Line Out: 2 x 1/4" TS
Headphone: 1 x 1/4" TRS 
Sustain Pedal: 1 x 1/4" TS
USB: 1 x USB Type B 
	 Storage 	 SD or SDHC card 
	 Display 	 Backlit LCD 
	 Amplifier 	 7W + 7W 
	 Speakers 	 2 x 4.7" (119 mm)
2 x 1.2" (30 mm) 
	 Power Requirements 	 120V AC, 60 Hz for included 12V DC adapter
6 x D cell batteries (optional) 
	 Dimensions (WxDxH) 	 37.2 x 14.9 x 5.2" (945.0 x 378.0 x 132.0 mm) 
	 Weight 	 15.0 lb (6.8 kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 22.25 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 39.5 x 6.0 x 6.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new synthesizer keyboards, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Casio users keep a unique electronic library
        for Casio synthesizer keyboardss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the synthesizer keyboards.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Casio service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Casio CTK-7200 - Portable Keyboard with Sequencer and CTK-7200. User manuals are also
        available on the Casio website under Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Synthesizer Keyboards.
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